
335 Screwdriver for slotted screws, 0.6 x 3.5 x 100 mm 
Screwdriver for slotted screws 
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EAN 4013288003263 Dimension: 181x26x26 mm 

Code: 05008015001 Weight: 32,4 g 

Article-No.  Country of origin: CZ 

  Customs tariff no.: 82054000 
 

- Slotted screwdriver -electrician's blade 
- Smooth hard zones for high speed turning, soft grip zones for high torque transfer 
- Handle markings simplify finding and sorting of tools 
- Hexagonal anti-roll feature against rolling away 
- Lasertip tips for more secure fit in the screw head 
 

High quality Kraftform Plus screwdriver with electrician's blade. Multi-component Kraftform Plus handle for pleasant, 
ergonomic working that makes blisters and calluses a thing of the past. Hard gripping zones for high working 
speeds whereas soft zones ensure high torque transfer. The tips of Wera Lasertip screwdrivers are microscopically 
roughened by means of laser beams. This rough surface literally bites into the head of the screw. Any unintentional 
slipping out is therefore prevented. The hexagonal anti-roll feature prevents any bothersome rolling away at the 
workplace and handle markings make for simplified finding and sorting of the tool. 
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